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Thanks to Jacqueline Hicks for introducing me to the term “Technology-induced bias”

Stating the obvious
If you use technology in your research process:
• you need to know if and how it might bias the outcome of your research
• finding out requires a critical attitude
•

fit for use assessment:
assessing how some generic tool fits (or not) into your specific research method

•

not a naive “should-we-use-technology-or-not” debate:
specific fit for use versus general and normative value judgements

A critical approach is omnipresent in all research disciplines ...
There is no excuse for not wanting to know about technology-induced bias.

For the non-techies
Technophobia is no excuse:
you can critically examine technology even
without fully understanding it.

see next example on black box tool criticism

Black box example: retrievability metrics 1)
Search engines are biased by design:
• They show you “relevant” documents & hide “irrelevant” ones
• How does their notion of relevancy influence your research goals?
KB newspaper archive (100M articles) study2):
• We reran 1M user queries through the (black box) search engine
• Counted how often each document appears in top 10 (100, 1000)
• Analyzed correlation technical document features with retrieval counts
Provides insights in bias of the search engine - without knowing how it works!
1) L. Azzopardi and V. Vinay. Retrievability: An evaluaGon measure for higher order informaGon access tasks. In Proceedings of the 17th ACM Conference on InformaGon and Knowledge Management, CIKM ’08, pages
561–570, New York, NY, USA, 2008. ACM.
2) M. C. Traub, T. Samar, J. van Ossenbruggen, J. He, A.P. de Vries, and L. Hardman: Querylog-based Assessment of Retrievability Bias in a Large Newspaper Corpus. In Proceedings of the 16th ACM/IEEE-CS on Joint
Conference on Digital Libraries, JCDL '16, pages 7-16. New York, NY, USA, 2016. ACM.

For the techies
Technophilia is no excuse either:
you can advocate the use of technology in
general and ask critical questions about its
inner workings in a specific application
context.
Clarke’s third law:
Any sufficiently advanced technology
is indistinguishable from magic.
see next example on white box tool criticism

White box example: thesaurus term alignments 1)
Q: Which terms from thesaurus A are equivalent with which terms form B
•

Trend: hi tech, complex, fully automatic approaches (black box)

•

Our approach: low tech, simple, semi-automatic (white box)

•

Intelligence comes from the domain expert, not the system (“boring AI”)

👎 poorly performing expert -> results objectively worse than fully automatic
👍 skilled expert -> results objectively better than fully automatic
•
•
•

results are trusted more because expert understands how they have been created
experts understands the limitations and bias of the white box
trade off: machine performance for better understanding

•

trade off: human-bias versus technology-induced bias

1) Jacco van Ossenbruggen, Michiel Hildebrand, and Victor de Boer. 2011. InteracGve vocabulary alignment. In
Proceedings of the 15th internaGonal conference on Theory and pracGce of digital libraries, TPDL'11. 2011, SpringerVerlag, Berlin, Heidelberg.
hbp://cultuurlink.beeldengeluid.nl/

Conclusions
• Use of generic technology for a specific research question always requires a
critical “fit for use” assessment
• Evaluating tools on potential bias often requires alternative metrics (beyond
speed, error rates, precision/recall, ...)
• Bias metrics should fit the specific needs of the scholar, rather than the
generic requirements of the tool maker
• Sometimes we need to trade-off
(hi-tech) performance against
(low-tech) transparency
What would you choose…?
For more, see #toolcrit workshop results: http://event.cwi.nl/toolcriticism/

